
BRIEFLY SPEAKING: PROCESS IMPROVEMENT PROJECT TEAMS 

Diverse, Equitable, Collaborative 
Process improvement activities require a collaborative approach to succeed, and the need for a cohesive 

and effective multidisciplinary team is critical for positive outcomes. Many levels and functions of the 

organization should be incorporated, especially the frontlines, i.e. those who work directly with callers, 

walk-ins, etc. at the earliest stages of entry into the intake system.  

Oftentimes in legal aid, memberships on projects teams or workgroups are exclusively or heavily 

weighted towards attorneys or those in supervisory, management or executive roles.  In process 

improvement this kind of “imbalance” limits the diversity of perspectives in the room, undermines the 

likelihood of accurate process mapping and can diminish organizational buy-in. 

Even when a more balanced group of staff has been brought together, attorney and supervisory 

members can be more outspoken in ways that can, unintentionally, dominate the discussion to the 

detriment of others’ participation.  Management hierarchies can also take its toll on the willingness of 

newer attorneys to speak up. 

Multi-office Programs 

In multi-office programs, real or perceived “office” hierarchies may exist. For example, bigger offices, 

urban offices, or “central” offices may dominate smaller or more rural offices within the same program. 

By the same token legal aid programs with multiple offices may operate more like its own firm with its 

own policies, protocols, and systems.  A local office with a particularly assertive managing attorney may 

be seen as more powerful by program staff in other offices.  

None of this is likely intentional. The attorneys and/or supervisors in the room may be totally unaware 

the impact their vociferousness may have on others. But it is a reality of human dynamics which requires 

acknowledging, a solid set of ground rules and supportive facilitation to overcome. 

Facilitation 

Active discussion from all participants is important, but it can be hard to make sure that everyone’s 

voices are heard. A good facilitator can make sure that everyone feels included and has the opportunity 

to participate.  At the end of the session, some facilitators may share how the participants can contact 

them so participants can send any other feedback, reflections, or contributions.  

Ground rules 

It is important to make sure that everyone in your group feels comfortable enough to participate in the 

discussion. Facilitation helps and it is also important to set ground rules.   This helps create a safe space 

for more introverted participants and/or those who are not lawyers or management team members.   

Diversity & equity of multiple perspectives are among the keys to process improvement success. 


